Editorial [noun]: a newspaper article written by or on behalf of an editor that gives an opinion
on a topical issue.
This is Roger Cohen's opinion. All opinions are welcome, especially with supporting data and
reasoning. What is your opinion?

Woman in the News
She is a professional tennis player. Although she grew up mostly in the United States, she
represents Japan, where she was born 22 years ago. Her father was born in Haiti and her mother
comes from Japan. Her family moved to the U.S. when she was three years old. Her father,
inspired by the example of Venus and Serena Williams, started teaching her tennis when she was
young. She went professional before my 16th birthday. In 2018, and won her first Grand Slam
singles title by defeating Serena Williams at the 2018 U.S. Open. On September 12th, she won
her second U.S. Open singles title. For each of the seven matches she played, she wore a
different mask featuring the name of a Black person allegedly killed by police or racist violence.
she said the point of doing this was “to make people start talking.”
Who is this woman?

(Naomi Osaka.)

Campaign 2020: The Electoral College
In most American elections, people vote directly for the candidates. But this is not the
case for the presidential election, which is decided in a system called the Electoral College. The
group of electors that actually select the president, based on the popular vote in each state. The
map here shows the current electoral vote distribution, and how that broke down in the 2016
election. There are a total of 538 electoral votes. A candidate must win 270, a simple majority, to
win the election. The number of electoral votes given to each state is based on that state’s
combined total number of senators and representatives in Congress. In addition, Washington
D.C. gets three electoral votes. Political analysts refer to the electoral vote as a winner-take-all
contest. The winner of each state’s popular vote usually receives all of that state’s electoral votes,
but this does not have to be a majority, it could be a plurality where the winner just has more
votes than any other candidate. The exceptions are Nebraska and Maine, where electors can split
their votes according to the actual vote breakdown. Five times in U.S. history, a candidate has
lost the popular vote but won the election. The last two times this happened were 2016 and 2000.
In 2000, George W. Bush got about 500,000 fewer votes than Al Gore. But after a recount was
stopped by the Supreme Court, Bush won Florida’s electoral votes and won the Electoral College
by five votes. In 2016, Hillary Clinton won the popular vote by around 3 million votes. But she
lost the electoral vote 304 to 227.

The electoral college was designed to limit the power of voters. The framers of the
Constitution considered having Congress choose the president, but decided it was unwise. They
did not want the president to feel obligated to Congress, and they didn’t want to encourage
corruption and bargaining between Congress and the president. The framers also rejected the
idea of direct popular elections, as they believed voters were not informed enough to make that
decision unassisted. At the time, most voters had little access to up-todate political information.
So the framers decided on the Electoral College — an indirect body of electors to cast official
votes for president. In those days, people voted for informed electors who they knew and trusted
to make the decision for them. Today, the state political parties generally choose their electors.
When you vote for president, you are actually voting for that candidate’s electors. In some states,
the electors are listed on the ballot, and in some states, they aren’t. There is no law that electors
must vote the way their state votes, but they almost always do. Electors who don’t follow their
state’s popular vote are called “faithless electors.” But this kind of behavior is rare, and no
faithless elector has ever changed the outcome of an election.

The Electoral College system has been accused of partially disenfranchising people who
live in more populated states; by granting more political power to smaller states. For example,
Wyoming, North Dakota, and Vermont have one electoral vote for every 143,000 people, while

voters in New York, California, and Texas only get an electoral vote for every 500,000 people.
For many people, this proves that the Electoral College is undemocratic, and should be changed.
One way to do this is through a constitutional amendment. Congress has to pass an amendment,
the president must sign it, and three-fourths of the states have to ratify it. This is not likely to
happen, but recently, a movement has been growing that could sidestep the amendment process
and get the same result. In 2019, Oregon became the 15th state to join the National Popular Vote
Interstate Compact, or NPVIC. A compact is an agreement, or promise. These states and the
District of Columbia, shown on the map, have agreed in principle that all of their electors will
vote for whichever candidate wins the national popular vote, rather than who wins in their states.
This isn’t a violation of the Constitution because each state can make its own voting laws. The
NPVIC is supposed to go into effect once enough states have signed on to make up 270 votes in
the Electoral College. With 196 current votes, and legislation pending in several other states do
you think it is likely to reach its goal?

Devastating Wildfires in the Western US
Have you seen footage of wildfires in the western U.S.? These fires are nothing new, and may
sometimes even be beneficial. They can clear away forest undergrowth and other matter, and
help to renew soil. But although the number of fires has actually decreased over the last few
decades, these blazes have gotten worse. The evidence for this can be seen right now along the
Pacific Coast. The states with the biggest issues right now are California, Oregon, and
Washington. California has lost more than 3.4 million acres to the wildfires so far. This
represents about three percent of the state’s land, an area the size of Connecticut. The SCU
Lightning Complex fire, already the largest wildfire in California state history, destroyed more
than 600 square miles. To make matters worse, California’s fire season usually peaks later in the
year with the coming of strong “Santa Ana” and “Diablo” winds. Governor Gavin Newsom
thinks other states should start to prepare for extreme weather events caused by climate change,
saying “California is America fast-forward.” Wildfires have consumed more than one million
acres across the state of Oregon; this forced the evacuation of 500,000 people, more than ten
percent of the state’s population. The state’s largest city, Portland, had the worst air quality in the
world after these blazes. The haze from these fires could be seen for thousands of miles.

What does the graph here show? (Temperatures have been rising steadily for the last 100
years.) Many scientists say this global warming, also known as climate change, is making

wildfires hotter, larger, and more destructive. Climate change is a worldwide phenomenon of
temperatures increasing due to manmade pollution. Many human activities cause the emission of
carbon gases; these gases trap heat in the atmosphere, thereby raising temperatures around the
world. Eight of the warmest years ever recorded have taken place in the last decade, and 2020 is
on track to join them. Woodland Hills, California, recorded a high temperature of 121 degrees —
a record for Los Angeles County — in September. A few days later, wildfire activity became
rampant in California. Global warming, according to experts, is also causing major disruption to
weather patterns across the world. Many trees and other plants have been dried out during many
recent years of drought in California. The dry vegetable matter made by this is excellent fuel for
wildfires. These high temperatures have also led to an increased risk of fire due to extreme
weather events. Many witnesses in these states have reported that lightning strikes were the
immediate cause of the wildfires. According to one scientific study, every extra degree in
temperature increases the chance of lightning strikes on Earth by 12 percent.

Chicago Changes Park Name to Honor Frederick Douglass
The students shown here attend a K-8th grade school in Chicago called the Village
Leadership Academy, or VLA. In 2017, students from the VLA created a petition to change the
name of a park on the city’s west side. A petition is A document signed by many people asking a
government or other official group to make a change. Douglas Park is named after politician
Stephen Douglass who served as the U.S. senator from Illinois from 1847-1861. Douglas is
famous for advocating for a policy called popular sovereignty, which meant each state should
have the right to choose whether or not to allow slavery. Douglas also owned a southern
plantation that kept over 100 slaves. Do you think public places should be named after slave
owners?

Because of Douglas’s troubling stance on slavery, the students at VLA believed naming a
park after him was wrong. Their petition calls for changing the name to “Douglass Park” to
honor famous abolitionist Frederick Douglass. The students say the name will also honor
Douglass’s first wife, Anna, who was an important abolitionist in her own right. Local politicians
were slow to act on the name change. But the students refused to give up. This year, protests
following George Floyd’s death in Minnesota increased pressure on politicians around the
country to remove statues and names honoring slave owners. In July, the Chicago Parks District
voted on moving forward with the name change proposal.

Frederick Douglass was born into slavery in Maryland sometime around the year 1818.
As a teenager, Douglass was able to escape his captors with the help of his future wife, Anna
Murray. The two settled in New York and began a new life together. Frederick Douglass was
invited to speak to an abolitionist society about his experiences. He soon became one of the top
anti-slavery orators in the U.S. His fame increased with his 1845 autobiography, “Narrative of
the Life of Frederick Douglass.” The book was a bestseller and very influential. Douglass
became a publisher as well, printing a newspaper called “The North Star.” This name comes
from the fact that people trying to escape from slavery were told: “Follow the North Star.” In
1863, during the Civil War, Douglass went to Washington, D.C. and met with President Lincoln.
While they had different opinions on many topics, as they talked, they realized that they were a
lot alike, and gained respect for each other. Some historians say that Douglass was a major
influence on Lincoln’s political viewpoint. Douglass also helped rally support among northern
African Americans for Lincoln’s re-election in 1864. In Lincoln’s quote in the image, what does
the word “meritorious” mean? (Someone of great worth and superior quality.) The image on the
left shows Douglass meeting with another U.S. president, Benjamin Harrison, in 1892. If
Douglass were alive today, what movements would he be leading?

China Creates New Protections for Pangolins
Pangolins are mammals that live only in the areas highlighted on the map here (Asia and
Africa.) And you won’t find a pangolin in many zoos, because they don’t do well in captivity.
But more people are becoming aware of the pangolin, now that it is in danger of extinction.
Humans are killing them for their meat and their scales. Experts say pangolins are the most
heavily trafficked animal in the world. Trafficking is the buying and selling of illegal or stolen
goods. Pangolins have been prized as bushmeat in their native habitats. But its rarity has made its
meat very valuable. Restaurants in China and Vietnam charge thousands of dollars for meals of
pangolin meat. The animal’s scales are also used in traditional Asian medicines, although there’s
no evidence that they actually benefit people. But because of the demand, the price of pangolin
scales has risen tenfold in the last five years. Recently, there was some good news for pangolins.
This summer, China announced it was removing pangolin scales from its list of items approved
for medicinal use. The country also increased pangolins to its highest level of wildlife
protection—the same class as panda bears. This means trade and use of pangolins in China is
now prohibited.

Pangolins are the only mammal that is covered in scales. These scales are made of the
protein keratin. Other animals also have Keratin, in humans keratin forms hair and fingernails, as
well as rhinoceros horns and the claws of other animals. Pangolins are born with these scales,

which are soft at first, but harden after a few days. Why do you think this happens? (To make
gestation and childbirth easier.) These scales overlap to form a hard shell that protects the
pangolin, especially when it rolls into a ball leaving no vulnerable parts of its body exposed.
Predators, like the young lions here, cannot bite through the scales. Does this seem like an
effective defense? The word “pangolin” comes from Malaysia, one of the countries where
pangolin species live; the Malay word “pengguling” means “something that rolls up.” However,
while this strategy works well with lions, it actually makes it easier for humans to capture them.
Pangolins are voracious insect eaters. A single pangolin can eat up to 70 million insects a year.
Pangolins were once grouped together with anteaters, since they have similar body types. Both
also have large front claws to dig for underground insect nests, and long, sticky tongues to
capture insects. But new research has shown that pangolins are more closely related to cats, dogs,
and other carnivores. Pangolins are fairly isolated animals and only seek each other out to mate
once a year. This adds even more urgency to efforts to save them.

Country of the Week: South Africa
South Africa is the ninth largest country in Africa by area, and the sixth largest in terms
of population. The country has three capitals, one for each branch of government. Cape Town is
the legislative capital, Pretoria, the executive, and Bloemfontein, the judicial. The largest city in
South Africa, however, is Johannesburg. Johannesburg is the economic center of the country,
home to skyscrapers, large shopping malls, and the biggest stock market in Africa. The Central
Plateau covers the northern half of the country. A plateau is a large, flat landform that rises high
over its surrounding area. The plateau ends abruptly with the Great Escarpment, a long and steep
cliff that cuts through the middle of South Africa. One section of the escarpment is called God’s
Window. The Namib desert covers the western half of the country, while the east is mostly
grassland. South Africa is also one of the world’s 17 megadiverse countries. More than 23,000
unique species of plants live in the country; and so do nearly 300 species of mammals. The
springbok is the national animal of South Africa.
Cyril Ramaphosa is the president of South Africa, a position he has held since 2017 when
the previous president, Jacob Zuma, resigned. South Africa has one of the largest economies of
any country in Africa, largely dependent on platinum exports, finance, and manufacturing. While
these sectors generate a lot of money for the country, 55 percent of the population still lives in
poverty

More than 80 percent of the population of South Africa is Black, but the country also has
significant Indian and white populations. White South Africans are sometimes called
“Afrikaaners” because of the language Afrikaans, developed by white settlers in South Africa.
The white minority imposed a strict social order where they were at the top, Asian South
Africans were in the middle, and the Black population was at the bottom. In the 1940s, this
system was codified under apartheid, a system of legalized segregation in South Africa. The
most famous anti-apartheid activist was Nelson Mandela. Mandela was imprisoned for 27 years.
In jail, he became internationally famous, and there was a huge campaign to get him released.
Partially due to that pressure, he was freed in 1990. In 1993, Mandela and President F. W. de
Klerk were jointly awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. Apartheid ended in 1994. That year, Mandela
ran for president in the first election where Black South Africans were allowed to vote, and he
won. In the early 19th century, there was a famous ruler in South Africa named Shaka Zulu. His
reforms to the Zulu military allowed it to withstand attacks from British and Dutch forces when
they first colonized South Africa. Today, South Africa has many prominent musicians. One of
them, Vusi Mahlasela, is a folk and protest musician who is often called “the voice” of South
Africa. The music group Ladysmith Black Mambazo is known around the world

This Week In History
In the 1500s, Spanish explorers conquered much of Central and South America. What is
the Spanish word that is often used for these explorers? (Conquistadors.) The man you see here
was one of these conquistadors. Vasco Nuñez de Balboa — VAHS-koh NOON-yez day
bahl-BOH-ah — was also the first European explorer to see the eastern part of the Pacific Ocean.
Balboa was born in Spain somewhere around the year 1475. As a boy, he heard about
Christopher Columbus and his journeys to the Americas. As soon as he could, he joined an
expedition to the New World to seek his fortune. After exploring much of the northeast coast of
South America, he ended up in Hispaniola with a large farm. Two countries share this island
today Haiti, and the Dominican Republic. When this farm failed in 1509, he and his dog
Leoncico stowed away on a ship headed for the mainland of South America. A stowaway is a
person who secretly boards a ship, airplane, or other vehicle without paying. When the captain
found out, he threatened to kick Balboa off the ship. But the sailors on the ship spoke up for him
— probably saving his life. When the ship landed, Balboa was one of 70 men who tried to settle
in what is now the country of Colombia. He became a leader among these men as they searched
for the right place. Many local native tribes fought against the Spaniards, trying to protect their
own territory. When the group defeated these tribes, Balboa always tried to form an alliance with
the tribal leader. Balboa usually killed any tribal leaders who did not want to ally with him.

They eventually founded a settlement they called Santa María la Antigua del Darién —
SAHN-tah ma-REE-ah lah ahn-TEEG-gwa dehl dahree-EHN —the first permanent European
settlement in the Americas. Balboa gained power in the New World, largely because he was good
at getting other leaders removed from office. Although this made him a lot of enemies, Balboa
ended up as the governor of the new Spanish province. Like many Spanish conquistadors, he
used violence to force native people to search for gold. Eventually, Balboa and his men heard
stories about a nearby kingdom filled with gold. This land was supposed to be located near a big
sea. In September 1513, Balboa and his men marched west through the rainforest in search of
this place. They traveled across the narrow strip of land that now forms the nation of Panama.
What is a narrow strip of land between two large bodies of water called? (An isthmus.) A few
weeks later, on September 25, 1513, Balboa climbed a hill and became the first European to see
the eastern side of the Pacific Ocean. Four days later, when his party reached the coast, Balboa
proclaimed that the ocean and the land it touched belonged to Spain. For this reason, history
books long said that Balboa discovered the Pacific. However, Balboa’s luck soon ran out. Just a
few years later, one of his Spanish enemies came back into power. This leader invited Balboa to
visit his state, and then accused him of trying to set up his own kingdom in South America.
Balboa proclaimed his innocence, but he was found guilty. In January of 1519, he was beheaded.
Vasco Nuñez de Balboa is an interesting historical figure. He helped to prove that the “New
World” fell between two oceans. Although his methods were brutal, he was not as bloodthirsty as
many other conquistadors of the time. For this reason, he is still a national hero in the country of
Panama, where the national currency is called the balboa.

Bob Woodward
American journalist Bob Woodward revealed previously unknown information about the
Trump administration’s handling of the coronavirus in his new book titled “Rage.” Leading up to
the book’s release on September 15th, Woodward gave several interviews in which he said
President Trump knew how deadly the coronavirus could be but chose to downplay its
seriousness publicly. Woodward taped many conversations with the president. In one March
conversation, Trump told Woodward he wanted to quote “play it down,” referring to the
coronavirus pandemic. In another conversation, Trump said the virus was airborne and very
deadly, two statements he would publicly contradict later in the year. Some critics expressed
concerns about why Woodward did not disclose this information sooner. Woodward is most
famous for his reporting on the Watergate controversy that led to President Nixon’s resignation.

